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Engagement update: 99% of Top 100
companies agree to disclose diversity
data
By: John Wilson | November 23, 2022

Investors often lack the information that we need to
evaluate corporate diversity performance as a material
issue for our investment decisions. This issue brief
details Calvert's engagement effort to ask companies to
make their EEO-1 reports public, and to release their pay
equity data.
READ FULL PAPER
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Global Gender Gap
Slowly Narrowing, Pay
Parity Remains Key
By: Yijia Chen, CFA | August 26, 2022

Washington - As August 26 marks
"Women's Equality Day," and the
102nd anniversary of U.S. women's
right to vote, it seems a fitting time
to look at progress being made
toward gender equity worldwide.
In its 16th Global Gender Gap
Report, the World Economic
Forum (WEF) said overall gender
disparity across politics, work,
health and education has improved
globally — with distinct regional
differences — but it will take 132
years to close the gender gap.1 Key
to closing the gender gap is
women's economic progress,
including wealth accumulation, pay
parity and advancement to
leadership roles in corporations,
politics and elsewhere.

READ MORE

The views expressed in these posts are those of the authors and are current only through the date stated. These views are subject to change at any time based upon market or

other conditions, and Eaton Vance disclaims any responsibility to update such views. These views may not be relied upon as investment advice and, because investment decisions
for Eaton Vance are based on many factors, may not be relied upon as an indication of trading intent on behalf of any Eaton Vance fund. The discussion herein is general in nature
and is provided for informational purposes only. There is no guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.
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INVESTMENT GRADE FIXED INCOME

When MBS Benchmarks Go Low, Active MBS Managers Go High
By: Andrew Szczurowski, CFA | & Chip Driscoll, CFA | September 19, 2022

Boston - When we borrow Michelle Obama's famous catchphrase, we aren't talking about politics in the run-up to the midterm elections.

What we mean is that active investors may be able to capture attractive opportunities by migrating up in coupon in the agency mortgagebacked securities (MBS) market.

READ MORE
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